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Report from Paris

by Yves Messer

Attack on IIASA hurts Raymond Barre

not limited to funding. The IIASA's

Premier Chirac's cut-off against the systems analysis coven, will
hurt the key Soviet agent of influence in France.
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nomics magazine l' Expansion of Jean
Boissonnat, a close friend of Barre.
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a member of the
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Barre, a former prime minister and

ences (a member organization of IIA
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SA) and now nominated as head of the

through its foreign and research min

joy considerable prestige in France,

European synchrotron project, was the
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under Raymond Barre's cabinet from
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build his own credibility. He is the
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best-placed figure to defeat the present
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by
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for instance, the latest Gorbachov

out of his job as Credit Lyonnais bank

shiani, the late Soviet Prime Minister

"peace" proposals-contrary to most

president by the Chirac government.

Aleksei Kosygin's son-in-law and

Western governments. Indeed, For

deputy chairman of the U.S.S.R.'s

eign Minister Jean-Bernard Raymond
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Technology.
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Jacques Chirac also decided to stop

Forum (in the Feb.

funding an unofficial branch of nA
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SA, the so-called Centre Mondial de

ulation operation ever."

l'Informatique, of Jean-Jacques Ser

Raymond Barre is involved in

van-Schreiber and IIASA's supporter

IIASA's official funding through the

Samuel Pisar.

low-key International Association for

Were there a seismograph measur

the Study of Insurance Economics (of

ing human emotions and located at the

ten called the "Geneva Association"

right places, one could have seen two

since it is based in Geneva, Switzer

"peaks" in at least two different places

land), of which he is an honorary

in the world: one, of course, at the

member. This association, founded the
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same year as the Trilateral Commis

other one would have been seen in

sion, represents the interests of the
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The decision not to renew France's
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Andre Danzin, is a Club of Rome
member.
RaymondBarre's ties to nASA

are

The picture of Barre's role as a
"useful fool" for Moscow is rounded
out by the activities of another Barre
supporter, Sen. Edgar Faure. Faure

Quotidien de Paris Feb.
2, "We have to help Gorbachov!"
Faure was exposed in the Jan. 22
issue of the weekly Minute for his ties
told the daily

to a Cultural Institute of Solenzara, a
small village in Corsica: Although it
never occurred (for diplomatic rea
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a poetry prize on behalf of the Irtstitute
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